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Everybody all

right?

I'm

fine.

Jep.

Krrr.

Krrr.

All

right.



Krrr{}
Connection lost.

That's sooner than

calculated.

Oh well,

we were all

briefed.
Here goes.

The big tree.



Broad

branches

further

down.

Looks

good.

Stabilising.
And loose.

Nice.

YARGH!



Out of

the way!

Unf!

!

Blast!

Missed

your aim?

So? Plenty of

branches further

down. I would've

stopped at some

point.

Good thing you stopped

there, though. The suit

can only take one

jump. Reaching you

would have taken

a while.

I seem to have

gotten the

wrong memo.



What do you

mean?

"Dispersed trees, flat surface, most

likely grasses."

"Two hour

leasurely

walk to the

material

drop zone."

This is a jungle!

Why couldn't we just

land together with the

helipad gear?



{sigh} And that's

why.

Unacceptable

margin of error.

Err...

That was our

hiking gear,

by the way.

What are you doing?

Getting out of

this body suit.

I've sweated

enough in one of

these for a life

time!

Oh right.

You did your planet

clearance exams in

the desert, and you

thought a heat

resistant suit was

a good choice of gear.

If I remember

correctly, you had

frostburns,

afterwards.

That was an

experimental

suit I had to

test. You know

how it is for

examinators.

You're getting

out of the suit

as well, Third?



Yes.

And I advise

everyone to do

the same.

These suits were

designed for

the sky dive and

the jump down

they'll hamper

walking.

Keep the gloves

around, though.

Hand protection

climbing these

trees.

Err... Third?

Yes?
Yes?

...

...

Diplomacy outranks

security in positive

times, Third.

Indeed.

You better

remember

that, Third.

See? Oh wow!



There!

The memo did mention

significant anomalies in

this planet's electromagnetic

field. That's probably why it's

floating.

But wood is

diamagnetic, no?

It's carbon

based...

Yeah, but you need

grid structures for

carbon to become

interesting.
You're talking

about earth

wood, right?

This is all fascinating, but

the more pressing question

is: is this natural or

constructed?

Dunno.

Does this look

like a biology

insignia to you?



Trees don't saw

themselves into

planks.

You need

relatively

advanced tooling

for that.

Oh?

You're a

biologist now?

Third.

Listen, Security.

We have to assume there's

intelligent life here.

Keep your eyes open.

Keep in mind that these are

not our usual stab-proof

uniforms, but the pretty

fragile heat-resistant ones.

Aryun, that

especially applies

to you, since you

trained in techniques

that depend on the

uniform's

protection.

Right.

Aryun, Lieven and Ndioro take the back,

Melina and I will take the front.
After you.

Third.



Oh, I see.

Pretty nice

work.

It's the stones

that float.

That would

make more

sense.

I wish

I had my

measuring

equipment.

Yeah.



Yes, yes. It will certainly make

our walk to the material drop

zone easier. Which direction,

Fourteenth?

Let's see.
That way.

Nice device,

that mechanical

positioner.

Yeah. Nothing

electronical works

in this field.

That's

the work

of Itzel's

team!

Let's go, people!

Now.



You're cheerful.

One thing's for

sure; they're not

telepaths.

Great.

A racist.

Now

listen...

Hush!

Tjäll.

We're surrounded.



Where? Where?

Unf!
Watch out!

You see them?

No.
Get me out!

Your foot is
in my nose! C'mon!

Hey!

What!?

From

above!

Too late!



I can't lift

this up. Me neither.

Oh. Boy.

Hey! Hey! Hey!

Wait!

Ough!

Unf!

Trislik plikplik!

Ouch!

Prak!



Unfghgh...

Ouch!

Hey!

Stop

poking me!



That wasn't

very diplomatic

language. Third.

No.

You're right,

it wasn't.

Now

what?

They look like juveniles.

I need to draw the

attention of an adult.

Seems to be a

pattern, doesn't it?
What do you

mean?

Previous time we

found intelligent life,

the team was

captured too.

Yeah,

but they had

a traitor among

them, didn't they.



Excuse me.

Yes.

Didn't benefit her,

though. Sir?

How so?

If I may have

your attention...

They're all dead,

aren't they.

Hello? Brain fried by

those devices.

Pity the know-

how stayed on

that planet.

Telepatech is

fascinating.

Any luck?

Third.



No success.

I fail to reach

them.

A bit limited in

applications,

though.

Right.
At the moment,

yes, but

Tech!

Your attention,

please.

In how many groups can

you split up so that each

group has the full skill

set to construct the

helipad?

Only Nolwazi

and Siqiniq can

do the comm.

So that

would be

two.

Then assign

yourselves to

two groups and...

What do you

think you're

doing,

Third?

Diplomacy failed. In unpositive

times, Security

outranks

Diplomacy.

We're escaping.

Third.



Escaping. Seriously.

And how do you intend

to get out of these

cages? Third.

By sticking my hand

through the bars and

opening the lock.

These are simple

animal cages.

Third.

Oh.

Aryun, Lieven, Ndioro,

take one group and go

over that path way.

Melina and I take

the opposite one.

Go to the

material drop zone.

Don't wait for the

others.

And me?

Pick a group.

Grab some

sleep. We go

by night. Now about that

telepatech,

I think...

Stop talking.

Rest. Got it?

Err...

yes.

Sjeez,

grump.



Night time.

Stop.

Oh.

Looks like

lodgings.
Do you want to try

diplomacy, Third?



Err... no.

We didn't pass any

side tracks. Let's try

to sneak along

the edge.

Okay.

Oh my! This looks

like a Yaer-Pauli-

convolator!

Crude

though.

Groan...

Seriously...



Sneak, I said, not...
Grrrr

Grrrrr

Back. Slowly.

I'd rather not.



Nice... err...

creature.
Any chance on

some diplomacy
now?

Trilli.

Shhh.

Shhh.

Trilli trilli.

Rolifrikprik!

Let's hope

the others had

more luck.

And

more common

sense.



Ahah! Here!
Tech, go down

as far as possible and find

some place to hide. Don't come

out until they've stopped

searching, then go to

the helipad kit.

We split

up.

Wow.
That's high.

And you?

We'll

lure them

away for

as long as

possible.

But...

You know

it's a logical

course of

action.

... true.



It keeps getting

darker.

Sometimes night

fall takes time.

How good's your

night vision?

Pretty good,

original earth human

level, it's in my gen

pres. How's yours?

My glasses

can upshift

infrared to

some extent.

Game to tackle them

when they catch up?

We should be able to

buy a couple of

minutes.

Of course. Will be

interesting to see how

good the six limb

simultations are.

Kralik trak kririk trik!
They're coming.



Trik!
Yikes!

Eh?

Ready?

Ready.



Praktrak.

Triplik.
Trok prikkriklak

trip klik pratt tripp

plik plik.

Trik lok!

Frilkplik prik

trikt.

Prrik!
Trik! Trak!

Urk!
Grgl.

That must have

been a kilosecond.

At least!



Priktrik flok trop

krotrak tik.
Truk truk.

Oh, they
were all
caught.

Looks
like it.

Um... wait,

what?

Stop! Eh?

Proklik

trokliktok?

?
Looks

like that
uniform
really is

fire proof.

U-huh.

What are

you doing?

Prok

trok

trakprik

frokkok

tip top

prak.

Trok.

Froktrak

priklinklik

trok pet.



Err...

Pritkrit prap!

You think med

will be able

to remo...

Oh.

Yes yes,

I'm getting in,

don't push.

Frok frik
trak.

Truk.

You okay? Yeah.
Drama queen.

Let your

medical monitor

do its job.



She doesn't have one!

Mine close to

overloaded,

what do you...

Leave it, Melina,

he couldn't know.

They tried her

shoulder first.

You weren't

branded?

No.

We were just

shoved into

these cages

again.

There's

locks now,

though.

That means

this is not some kind

of punishment for

escaping.

They must

have plans

for Melina

and me.

But what?

To be continued.





Eh?
What's that? Dunno.

Let's see if

the chem analyser's

sufficiently shielded

against this planet's

high magnetism.

Water, carbo-

hydrates, lipids,

proteins,...



Pretty boring.

No heavy metals or

something?

Nope.

No poisons,

no interesting

elements,

no radiation

worth speaking

of.

I wonder

what it is.

Food.
What?!

There's

solid stuff

in there!

That's what

your teeth are

for, Third.
Eww!

You're not

going to eat

in public, are

you?!



It's fit for human

consumption and it

sounds like it's

nutritious.

You know what

I mean.

Yes, I do. But now is not

the time for etiquette.

Just look

away if it

puts you off

your food.

Har. Har.
I'm not hungry

anyways.

Yes, you are.

We're on planet mission,

your medical monitor

is suppressing

the debilitating

side effects of

hunger.

Eat.

We don't know what

the day will bring.

We'd better be well

fed for it.

That applies to

everybody.

Err...

seriously?

For science!



...

You need to chew on

the solid bits. Right.
The experience is...

not unpleasant.

It doesn't taste like

a mealshake.

Food can have many

different tastes. Fascinating.



You know a lot about ...

this.
Appendix 97 of

the planet clearance

course.

That part was optional.

That doesn't

mean it is not

interesting.

?

Something's

happening.

Praktrak

prikilik tik

frak.

Trok.



Proklok

priklok plak. Patrikplik.

Hm.
Plokplok trikprak?

Hey!
Trok trok. Proklok priklok

plak!



Rak trak. Frikprittit trak. Het prakrak-

trik.

Proklok

prilok plak!

Frak frak prak

splut!

Praaak

spult!

` ` `

Heh

heh

I don't think

I like the tone

of that last

sentence.

Indeed.



No, indeed... Brol brol! Brol!

Lieven!

Keep every-

one safe!

I'll do

my best! Can't ask

for more...



They're also taking most

of the big animals.

Let's hope it's not for

some kind of sacrifice.

Or to eat them.

Look! It's not because we've... err...

done... that, that we have to keep on

being uncivilised.

So.

Anyone any

inspiration

for an escape

attempt?

Err...

Nope.

Let me

think...



Krok!
Krok frot!

Prrrilit!



Trukprik proklok

frut frut trop.

Err... frut frut trop?

?
Pruk flup "frut frut trop"!

Pruk flup!

Hah!



Evening falls...

Unf! A whole day of

sitting on those bars.

My bottom's sore!

Yeah.

At least we

can stand

here.

True.



Locked up

yet again. No

way to reach

that bolt.

Tjäll!

I'm fed up

with this!

The tech people

who escaped are

bound to have reached

the drop zone by now.

Yes...

Let's

hope so.

It smells

... odd in

here.

Ah...

The smell of

frightened

animals...

How comes that

you have a sense

of smell? You're

not gen pres.

Born with it.

It still happens,

sometimes.

Fancy that. I've known you for

most of my life, but I didn't

know you could smell.



Tjäll!

Tjälltjäll-

tjäll! Stuck

in here!

It's not

like you to give

up like this.

Brings back bad

memories?

...

I'll be okay,

don't worry.

This is

different.

Is it true?

That

everyone

captured

by the Fots

is dead?

Yes...

Euthanasia, mostly.

Very different.

Because all of you

could hear Abilostrof

distress cries from

across a wheel?

`

Painfully
so?

Maybe it hurt

more for them

than me.

Or you're

more stubborn.

Hah! I think the hardest

part is the link back

when that happens.

Enough

talking.

Let's catch

some

sleep.



It's loose!

Good thinking

to use your

teeth like that.

That eating thing

gave me the idea.

They left one of

the lock opening

devices over

there.

Ah! It's good to

stand up again!

Can you get us to

the material drop

zone?

Sure.



Good. We're going to

the drop zone as

well?
Yes.

I gave my word

to the Third to

keep you safe.

The drop

zone's the best

place I can

think of.

Those wheels left

pretty distinct

marks. I'd like to

follow them, if you

don't mind.

Okay!
Good luck.

And be
careful.

I'll try.

Err...

with your

permission?

Harumpf.

Right, let's

go. Lead

the way,

fourteenth.



Morning.
Prok prot!

?

Wait, what? Oh. Seriously.

Put on your gloves when

you get the chance.

Good idea.



<Tjäll, what do they

want with her?>

Oh no...

!



Tjäll...

Yaah!

Yoho!

Woohoo!

Prak trak!

Grroar!

Wooow! Oooh! Third? Ndioro! Am I glad to

see you!

Get me out,

I think Melina

is in trouble.



I saw a kind of arena on my way here.

The aliens seemed to cluster there.

Sounds
promising.

Lead the way.



Groan...

Seventh!

Melina!

Prak!
Oh!

Trok prak!
Prik plit?



Prok Plok?
Prak? Trop!

Tak prol!

W-what?

Gro?



I'll jump. You stay up here

and go around

to that gate.

Make sure we

can get out of

this arena.

Right!

Good luck!
You too!

HEY! YOU! OVER HERE!

Grorr...

UNF!



<Fast, but doesn't

turn easily...>
<These coals won't keep

it away for long enough.>

<Let's see if I can wear

it down.>

<C'mon...>

YAAH

YAAH

<Okay. That works...>



<Tjäll. The fire's gone, and

I'm more tired than it is.>
Uh-oh.

Grrrrr...



<Never thought

that would work.>

Melina?

<Almost unconscious...>

I-Iar...la?

Yes...

<Massive loss

of blood...>

<She's not

gonna

make it...>

Tjäll!



{Gasp}

Shush...

shush.

I'm here.

Don't you die

on me!

<Not yet.>

<Looks like Ndioro isn't

going to make it to that

gate...>

<Not. Yet!>



Ah...

Ah...

C'mon. Swallow.

Please...

Please...

Good.

You'll be

okay...



Third, do you

hear me?

Iarla Cwic

receive my thoughts?

Urk!

Tjäll! An Abilostrof,

yelling.

`

Yes! Here!

No need to
swear!

eww
I found

her.

linked with

that mind

Good!

Lead me

to her.

Where are you?

location

A big

arena...

No words.

Give me images.
impressions

a direction

Better.
good

There!



You're going to land in the

middle of that arena?!

draw attention

all those people I'm flying

a plastic helicopter

with nothing but

mechanical

instruments and

we have injured

people down there.

So yes.

That arena

looks perfect.

Diplomacy can sort it out

afterwards.

Flop whopwhop trik plok?

Frip

trop?



Proklok frop klikplok

whopwhop troptrop.
Hah! Finally! Prukluk prop

truktrok prot! Flok flok

prot truk!

Quickly,

here!

You're

injured too!

need help?

I'll keep.

That's more

than can be

said for the

Seventh.

a worse state

patient

Trok plak

splut!
Tjäll!

Stay there,

I'll take care

of this...



Oh! Now you're coming

out, you bastards!
Splut! I've had it with all of

this!
Splut!

Trik prot? Err... Go away!
Plok prik...

Shoo!

Plok! Plok!



Prok

plik... Hm...

Trok.
Ow!

Plok!

Third!

Plok!

Ah! Fifth! Good! Oh!
How's the

Seventh?

They're

setting up

medical facilities

at the base camp.

Hurry!

a hospital
new base

drop zone

we don't have much
time



Later. They're bound to join

solar wind they're

obviously sentient.

I wonder if

they're going to

wear clothes,

then.

Naah. Of course.

What do

you think,

Third?

What? Oh. Given the way

Solar Wind

adopts the

fashion of new

people, I predict

that the next new

style will be

"in the nude".

Sounds perfect!

Yeah! No

dilemma on

what to wear!

Oh!

A medic

with news.

Third. She's stable

enough to

go back up.

the Seventh

out of danger

to solar wind

Thank goodness.



<Hello Iarla,

welcome back.>

<Thanks,

Samantha.>

<So it wasn't

here?>

<No.> <I was so

certain this was

the planet.>

<But it

wasn't.>

<I can't shake the feeling

this is the place, though.>
<I'll keep an eye out.>

<Thanks.>



The Trak, as the new found aliens call themselves,

turn out to be quite a challenge for Diplomacy.

Congratulations

with the promotion,

second. It is well

deserved.

Thanks, Third.

Not a Two, though?

I didn't think that

happened in Security.

There's

increasingly more

of us who refuse

cardinal rank.

The human

only law.

I see. The same thing's

happening in Diplomacy.

Now that they know we're

neither animals nor threat,

the Trak ignore us.

I don't know why

we bother.



What would you expect?

It's their mating season.

Don't get me

wrong, I like

being planet

side.
But we should leave them

be instead of walking into

their villages with a

Diplomacy delegation

trying to get their

attention.

Say. Isn't that the Trak

who choose you as...

er... his fighter

animal?

Yeah.

Looks like

I was a good

choice for

his contribution

to the Trak

gene pool.

Aw, c'mon.

Don't be

so cynical.

Different people,

different mores. Could

have been worse as first

contacts go. At least nobody

got killed. That's a first.



"Diplomacy outranks Security in positive times, Third."

"In unpositive times, Security outranks Diplomacy."



Ranks and insignia aboard the solar wind.

The tasks that are essential to the smooth

running of the Solar Wind are handled by

the various departments. Most departments

are organised in branches.

Over time, there have been changes in which

functions are assigned to which department.

Administration, for example, was a branch in

each department, but has since been

combined into its own department.

Education, on the other hand, used to be a

department on its own before it was absorbed

into the respective departments as a branch.

The strong connection between the

educational branches that still exists is

represented by an augmentation to the de-

partment in-

signia for the

heads of the

Educational

branches.

All members of a department have

a rank. New joiners start as

Fifteenth.

Each department has its own

approach to what a rank means, and

when and to whom it is assigned.

In Tech, for example, promotion is used to keep

certain people away from the more delicate

technology, meaning that there are barely any

high ranking Tech people. Expertise gives more

authority than rank.

In Security, whether rank hierarchy is followed

strictly depends on the branch. This means that it

is considered not done to pull

rank outside one's own branch,

unless the situation demands for quick decision

making. Diplomacy is highly hierarchical, regard-

less of branch.

Ordinal ranks perform the everyday duties

associated with their departments, and range

from Fifteenth to Second.

Insignia of Adminis-

tration. Its simplicity

reflects that it was

originally an augmen-

tation of an insignia.

Insignia of Secu-

rity, ordinal rank.

Insignia of the head

of Security's Educa-

tional branch.

Ranks as indicated on the collar.

A braid represents five lines.

From left to right: Fifteenth,

Seventh and either Two or Second,

depending on the augmentation on

the insiginia.

Insigna of Tech.



The cardinality of each department consist of a

cabinet of Twos headed by one One.

The One seats in the Council of Ones, which is the

government of the Solar Wind. The Twos are the

supporting team of the One. Cardinality of rank

is indicated with a circular augmentation of the

department insignia.

When a human Third is promoted, they can choose to take the rank of

Two. For non- and half-humans, the rank of Second is the highest

they can achieve.

Historically, the rank of Second was rare,

with the exception of Pilots because cardinal

ranks don't fly.

As more non-humans joined the departments

and climbed the ranks, the number of

Seconds increased accordingly. Recently,

fully human Seconds have become fairly

common in some departments, in opposition

against the human only rule.

In theory, departments are considered equal in

importance, with the exception of Diplomacy having

the final say in positive times, and Security in un-

positive times. In practice, the Ones of Diplomacy

and Security tend to take the lead as a tandem,

together with the departments most relevant to the

topic.

From left to right, First row: the insignia for

Medical, History, Astronomy/Astrocartography

and Linguistics.

Second row: Mathematics, Biology, Physics and

Geology.

Insignia of Securi-

ty, cardinal rank.

Insignia of

Diplomacy.

Insignia of a Pilot.
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